In this paper, rough sets (RS) and quantum neural network (QNN) 
Introduction
In recent years, the automatic classification of electrocardiogram (ECG) signals has received great attention from the biomedical engineering community. Electrocardiography is an important tool in diagnosing the condition of the heart. The electrocardiogram (ECG) is the record of variation of bioelectric potential with respect to time as the human heart beats. It provides valuable information about the functional aspects of the heart and cardiovascular system. Early detection of heart diseases can prolong life and enhance the quality of living through appropriate treatment. Therefore, there are numerous research and work analyzing the ECG signals. The state of cardiac health is generally reflected in the shape of ECG waveform and heart rate. It may contain important pointers to the nature of diseases afflicting the heart. Since the biological signals are unstable, this reflection may occur at random in the time scale. And the ECG signal may differ for the same person such that they are different from each other and at the same time similar for different types of heartbeats. In this situation, the disease symptoms may not show up all the time, but would manifest at certain irregular intervals during the day. Therefore, the computer auto analysis of ECG remains the research hotspot in medical Engineering. Computer based classifications of the ECG can achieve high accuracy and offer the potential of an affordable mass screening for cardiac abnormalities. Successful classification is achieved by finding the characteristic shapes of the ECG that discriminate effectively between the required diagnostic Categories. Conventionally, a typical heart beat is identified from the ECG and the component waves of the QRS, T and possibly P waves are characterized using measurements such as magnitude, duration and area.
For several years, many researches concern automated analysis of ECG signals and several methods have been developed to increase the accuracy and sensitivity [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . These methods include Wavelet Coefficient, Autoregressive Modeling, RBF Neural Networks, self-organizing map, Rough Sets and fuzzy c-means clustering techniques. In [1] , a method of ECG beat recognition using fuzzy hybrid neural network is proposed. In [2] , a neuron-fuzzy network approach for the ECG-based classification is described. Here, the QRS complex signal is characterized by Hermite polynomials, whose coefficients feed the neuron-fuzzy classifier. In [3] , a rule-based rough-set decision system is presented for the development of an inference engine for disease identification using time-domain features. In [4] , a new approach based Particle Swarm Optimization and Support Vector Machines has been proposed for feature selection and classification of cardiac arrhythmias. In [5] , the detection of arrhythmia by means of ICA and WT to extract important features is described. A method of ECG Arrhythmia Classification using Modular Neural Network Model is presented in [6] . In [7] , heartbeat classification using feature selection driven by database generalization criteria is proposed. Ref. [8] used MLP and RBFN for ECG classification and achieved the classification accuracy of 98% using MLP and 97% using RBF. In [9] , the authors proposed an arrhythmia recognition based on NSVM-KNN hybrid classifier. An ECG signal processing for abnormalities detection using multi-resolution wavelet transform and ANN classifier is shown in [10] .
Although the methods described above could work successfully in recognizing certain types of ECG signals, the recognition rate usually can not be substantially promoted throughout all kinds of ECG signals. In fact, the major of these methods still need artificial assistance at the present. For improving the accuracy, many scholars are trying to look for a more excellent method. In this paper, a rough sets and quantum neural network based classifier is proposed to classify the ECG signal into normal and abnormal classes. The MIT-BIH is one of the most popular and useful databases. It is selected to verify our work. In our work, we first extract feature parameter from the normalization ECG signal with wavelet transform (WT) and then classify these signals with QNN after reducing the feature attribute set using RS algorithm.
In the following sections, the method of extraction feature from ECG signal and feature reduction based on RS theory will be introduced. Section 3 details the design of the classifier and the experiment results. We state our conclusion in Section 4.
Feature Extraction and Selection
ECG signal analysis is usually divided into five parts: acquisition of signal, de-noising, feature extraction, feature selection and classification. In this section we will detail feature extraction, selection and classifier design for ECG signal analysis and the procedure designed for this purpose. 
Feature Extraction using Wavelet Transform
The noise of ECG waveform contains power line interference wit 60Hz, muscle electricity and baseline wander. The pretreatment of ECG wave is completed based on a high-pass filter with 0.7Hz and low-pass filter with 100Hz (see Figures 3 and 4) [14] . After the noise elimination, baseline wanders removal and peak detection (P, Q, R, S and T) [15] , it is necessary to extract the feature of the ECG waveform in order to use it in the classifier design stage of ECG signal analysis.
The ECG is a non-stationary time signal. For such signal, time frequency representations are desirable. The frequency characteristics as well as the temporal behavior can be described with wavelet transform. It can decompose the signals into various components depending upon the application and reassemble these components into the original signal without any information loss. So it is a powerful technique to analyze the physiological signals such as ECG and EEG. Basically wavelet transform is the convolution operation of the subject signal   ftand the wavelet function   t  . The discrete wavelet transform is expressed as,
The approximation coefficient of the signal   ft is represented as, 
Where   n ft is mean signal approximation and is given by,
and   j dt is detail signal approximation in scale j .
Thus in discrete wavelet domain, multi-resolution analysis can be performed. For each of ECG signals, there are 28 wavelet based features have been obtained [16] . Figure 4 is a single heartbeat illustrating the major landmarks within an ECG. 
Feature Reduction Based on RS
The theory of rough sets is an important method in knowledge discovery field. It is a mathematical approach which is developed as a method for extracting information from decision table through a set of reduction and decision rules. It has attracted a great deal of attention recently in field of data mining and feature selection. The attribute reduction based on RS theory is applied as a preprocessor before classification so that we could delete redundant attributes and inconsistent objects from decision table but remain efficient information lossless. By this method, we may reduce the dimension of data and speed up the processing time.
We assume that the readers are familiar with the RS theory. Here, we will not narrate the basic concept of it.
Input: decision table ( , , , , ) S U C F D V 
Output: the attribute reduction result () red C of the decision table S .
Step 1: (Initiating)
Calculate the degree of dependency of conditional attributes
rD , the decision table is consistent and we go to the next step.
Step 2: (Eliminating redundant attribute)
Compute every degree of dependency of Step 4: (Redefine the attribute set C )
Redefine ii C B C a    and return step 3.
Repeat step 3(from 1 i  to m ) until the decision is inconsistent, i.e., ( ) 1 j Ca rD   .
Step 5: (Return and output reduction)
Thus we remove redundant input attributes from feature data decision table
U is the data set of samples, the finite set C is the feature attributes,
. Where 0 is signed to normal samples, 1 is signed to abnormal samples.
The Design of ECG Classifier

Learning algorithm of quantum neural networks
Quantum Neural Network (QNN) is a youthful and energetic science built upon the combination of quantum computing and artificial neural network. It also combines the advantages of neural modelling and fuzzy theoretic principles. The professor S. Kak firstly presented the concept of quantum neural computation in 1995 [17] . In 1998, the first systematic and deep examination of quantum artificial neural network was performed by T. Menneer in his Ph.D. dissertation [18] . There are many literatures about the model and its application of the QNN [19] [20] [21] [22] .
Be similar with classic neural networks, QNN has an inherently fuzzy architecture which can decompose the sample information into discrete levels of certainty or uncertainty [22] . The transfer function of the quantum neuron has the ability to form graded partitions instead of crisp linear partitions of the feature space. If the feature vector lies at the boundary between overlapping classes, the QNN will assign it partially to all related classes. If no certainty exists, QNN will assign it to the corresponding class. One possibility of obtaining this kind of transfer function is to take the superposition of ns sigmoid functions, each  is the slope factor. Figure 6 is the activation functions of quantum neural net work. 
Figure 6. Activation functions of quantum neural net work
The gradient descent method is used to train the QNN of multi-layer excitation function. In each training cycle, the training algorithm revises both the connection weight between the different level neuron and quantum intervals of the hidden layer. When the synaptic weights have been obtained, hidden neurons quantum intervals can be learned by minimizing the class-conditional variances at the outputs of the hidden units [24, 25] . 
In the forum,  is the learning rate； 0 n is the number of output layer nodes,namely the total class number; 
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are selected from MIT-BIH (http://physionet.org /physiobank/database/). For each signal, we randomly selected 40 wave forms to analyze. And we randomly selected 20 wave forms to train the network. In Table 1 , the performances of the proposed method are compared with other algorithms [26] . 
Conclusions
In this paper, an ECG classification method with RS and Quantum Neural Networks is presented. As discussed in the previous section, we firstly preprocess the ECG signal with a filter design. After the noise elimination, feature extraction and attribute reduction are conducted. Then a classifier based on QNN is proposed. The major conclusions of this work indicate that the QNN is superior in most respects to BP and RBF network, and attribute reduction based on rough sets theory enhances classification performance. The experiment result shows that the present method could effectively use to recognize ECG signal.
